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Connecting Chaulington (2)

We have been given the clear message from local residents that if 
the development is to be successful, we need to find a solution to 
Chaul End Road to ensure that it serves the development and the 
neighbouring villages well.

We have been working hard to find the right solution for the community by looking into a range 
of options and entering into discussions with the local Highways Authority. Below we have 
outlined some of the key solutions we have proposed. We would appreciate your feedback on 
this element today as we continue to finalise our plans ahead of submission of our application.

Decreasing the speed limit from 60mph to 40mph
• By lowering the speed limit to 40mph we hope to create a safer environment for vehicles 

and pedestrians around the site. This will mean that there is a transition between the 
60mph speed limit on the A505 Hatters Way and the 30mph speed limit that applies within 
Caddington village.

• We also feel that there is potential to extend the village’s existing 30mph speed limit further 
north to include the hamlet of Brick Kiln Barns.

The addition of traffic calming features
• We are proposing physical measures to reduce speeds along Chaul End Road which  

will result in a safer highway environment. Traffic calming measures will help to slow down 
and regulate traffic flow between Brick Kiln Barns and Caddington Village.

• These traffic calming features could include gateway treatments such as white lining and 
coloured surface treatment, rumble strips, additional speed humps and speed awareness signs 
upon entry to Caddington and potentially Brick Kiln Barns.

Upgraded footways along sections of Chaul End Road
• Within the village there may be potential to provide additional sections of footpath on the 

eastern side of Chaul End Road subject to land ownership. There is already a continuous 
footway on the western side. 

• To the north of the site there is scope to provide a footway/cycleway between the site  
access and A505 Hatters Way within existing highway land subject to land ownership and  
the agreement of the Highway Authority.
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Chaulington
Our Masterplan

A Vision for Chaulington
Illustrative Masterplan
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Chaulington
Our Masterplan
Our masterplan has retained the key principles established at  
the Community Planning Weekend and has developed to outline  
a deliverable residential community.

The site presents a unique opportunity to deliver housing numbers for the local area whilst 
remaining discreet and having defensible boundaries that will reinforce the existing village 
network.

Our proposals include up to 325 homes, divided into two hamlets to maintain the integrity of  
the ‘string of villages’ in the wider area. The type of new homes will be mixed, including a 
variety of houses, bungalows and flats, in order to create a balanced community.

Right at the heart of the development will be a communal hub including a duck pond, play 
space, sports and games area and a community centre. It is envisioned that the community 
centre could contain areas for local groups and small businesses to hire, and will have high 
speed internet to allow residents to avoid travelling to the office on a daily basis.
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What’s Next?
Seeing your Vision become  
your neighbouring community
Thank you for attending our Chaulington Masterplan information 
event. We hope you have found it to be informative and have  
had the opportunity to discuss our plans with the Chaulington  
Project Team.

General Motors will use your feedback to inform their outline planning application,  
which we hope to submit in the next few months.

Contact

If you have any further feedback or require more information on any aspect of our proposals, 
please visit www.chaulington.co.uk. 

Alternatively, you can contact our Community Line on Freephone 08000 086 769 or email 
chaulington@ppsgroup.co.uk


